Coral reef science requires data integration at multiple scales.
Coral reef work serves as a complex collective use case for EarthCube because its
research spans a very broad range of:
• science disciplines (‘omics to ecology to remote sensing, climate change),
• technological tools and challenges (data to rescaling and integration),
• spatial scales of organization (molecular to global), and
• temporal event scales (seconds to millennia).
Challenges of scale and integration are simultaneous.

Community progress in spanning the sci-tech divide and defining workflows for innovative solutions
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NOAA buoy data (point-based temperature etc
from sensors – higher resolution than virtual
station derived integrations), current and
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Intuitive granular workflow construction:

Measured Characteristics
Global digital products (NOAA temperature
modelling maps), shapefiles (UNEP reefs of the
world), basemaps (ocean depth, coastal detail,
topography)
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Coral reef science requires multidisciplinary collaboration.

Biogeography patterns. Fish, predator, grazers,
fishing pressure, mobile and sessile populations,
ecosystem integrity indices, functional
indicators, food webs, productivity
measurements.
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Coral species assemblage, distribution, diversity,
evenness, algae distribution and abundance,
other benthic invertebrates, health assessments,
bleaching data, species-specific data, predator
movement on/off reef, reproduction, larval
movement
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Data

Coral traits, coral morphology, coral taxonomy.
Coral tissue health, respiration, physiology,
reproduction, fragmentation expts, fragment
propagation, transplant expts,

‘Omic Data

Coral genome, coral metabolome, coral
holobiont, algal symbionts, clade types, clade
distribution w/in coral, clade distribution w/in
population, symbiont shuffling, symbiont
transcriptomics, bacterial populations, viral
populations, symbiont interactions, expts w/
these.
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As with many geoscientists, coral reef researchers selfidentify as multidisciplinary with multiple technological
needs and interests (everybody needs everything).
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Technical implementation of workflow:
• DAGs - Directed acyclic graphs
(analogy: chem rxn seq)
• CWL – Common Workflow Language
(set of specifications)
• Nextflow – software; very efficient for
scaling up or down

small but
complex
data

• Dockers – offering microservices
(modular deployment - not as VMs)

Two upcoming training workshops will focus on constructing workflows highlighting tools, interoperability, cleaning,
analysis, visualization, repositories, embedded credit. Some pipelines and tools described at crescyntblog.wordpress.com

A major collective goal of the diverse EarthCube CRESCYNT Coral Reef Science and
Cyberinfrastructure Network is planning how to answer critical science questions and research
challenges requiring practical technological and cyberinfrastructure developments and
innovations. Salient points in addressing that goal are these: (1) the challenges for coral reef
research span a significant range of scales, and a broad collection of disciplines; and (2)
integrating data and analysis both vertically and horizontally are essential challenges for coral reef
work. The community also faces the need to (3) manage multiple forms of critical imagery and
other complex data forms; (4) manageably use and share an explosion of new software, tools,
and techniques; and (5) do this without a pre-established community-consensus data repository
or comprehensive community-tailored metadata standards or ontologies, possibly by (6) focusing
on the most critical of these standards, borrowing from work by narrower coral reef projects,
agencies with specialized repositories, and from other disciplinary fields with similar challenges.
One way we have addressed these essential multidisciplinary and multiscaled challenges for coral
reef research has been through deeper and broader interactions with other EarthCube groups
and projects, including CINERGI, SuAVE, DDH, OntoSoft, ECOGEO, iSamples, SeaView, TAC,
SciComm (and Tools series), Use Cases, CDF, several Building Blocks, and EarthCube All Hands
Meetings. We have learned much serving as a use case for tools under development.
We honed our focus on coral reef research needs, pain points, and priorities through collecting
coral reef use cases during meetings and workshops at the International Coral Reef Symposium,
ASLO Ocean Sci. Mtg, and ASLO Aquatic Sci. Mtg. We also discovered these working with the
Hawaii Coral Bleaching Collaborative, a Gates Coral Lab Agave implementation, and a UH
Bioinformatics Data Workshop.
We have learned from related collaborative cyberinfrastructure efforts in other disciplines,
examining available software tools and platforms outside of EarthCube, including the NSFsponsored Agave (TACC) computational platform and AAAS’ Trellis collaboration platform. We
have learned from colleagues who have developed data management strategies, software, and
analytical protocols: e.g., Wildlife Conservation Society, NOAA (at multiple points), Moorea Coral
Reef LTER, CoralNet image analysis software, Coral Traits database, more indirectly from
ReefBase, DataONE, GCMRN, Software Carpentry and Data Carpentry; from guest contributors to
the CRESCYNT-BLOG (crescyntblog.wordpress.com); and informally during sci-tech integrations
for outreach purposes (a coral bleaching project at a NASA hackathon, and coral reef outreach
modules from sci-tech-art teams in a computer visualization class).
We have made additional progress through efforts that require building specific bridges between
disciplinary science and technological vantage points (e.g., the Data Discovery Hub). We have
further realized that defining data and analytical workflows, the place where data and tools come
together on the workbench, is a place of mutual interest and opportunity to build these bridges,
and so are investing effort in that common workspace as a practical way to communicate about
solutions to challenges in a way that translates between these two perspectives. Solving specific
interoperability problems is one real example where we can use workflows to work through
science and tech challenges in tandem.
We plan to execute two workshops before conclusion of the funded effort for this coral reef
RCN: one focused on technical training for early career coral reef professionals, including
postdocs and graduate students, who already possess significant technical skills, and the other a
coral reef “data rescue” workshop pairing mature researchers about to retire with early and
mid-career scientists who can help pull these data and images into open repositories, training
participants in data management (a high community priority) as we go. We plan to synthesize
much of our hard-earned RCN knowledge in these culminating events and preserve lessons and
new workflow structures for the community.
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